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Caption: When I was 9, I was a total Nintendo Kid:



Dreamer Kid

Caption: And Nintendo Power was my bible. It was 100+ pages of 
just Nintendo Info.



Caption: They had posters that influenced my artistic ability



Caption: When I grew up I became a UX designer and study how 
people use technology.



1 Screen Platformer (2019) Wizard Golf RPG (2014)

Return of the Zombie King (2016)City Tuesday (2012)

Caption: But I also make indie games



HowToMarketAGame.com/GDC2019
Director’s cut

And a free book
Caption: I couldn’t fit everything into this presentation. For an 

unabridged version of these slides and a free book go to this link.



Caption: Now that I make games, and study marketing, I realize 
Nintendo Power was a giant advertisement. 



Caption: But I don’t mind. It was really cool!



Caption: And now I want to teach you in this talk how you can market 
your game in the same postive way that Nintendo Power did.



FUNNELS
Caption: But first we need to start with Funnels.



Caption: This is a typical comment from a failed game postmortem.



Elias  
St. Elmo  
Lewis 1872-1948



Caption: Elias St. Elmo Lewis invented the funnel. It has 4 stages.



Caption: You can think of the funnel in terms of mental state of the 
customer.



This is why it is a funnel

Caption: It is called a funnel because potential players are “poured” on 
the top and they trickle down.



Lesson:  
How a person moves 

through a funnel



We are making an RTS

Person A 

Caption: Let’s follow Person A as she interacts with the marketing of a 
theoretical RTS.



Reads a preview of our game

Caption: Person A goes from unaware to aware after reading a 
preview of our game.



Visits your website & finds FAQ

Caption: Person A becomes interested after reading our website.



Subscribes to your Twitch stream

Caption: Person A desires our game after watching us play it on 
twitch 3 times a week.



Game launches & she buys

Caption: Person A takes action on Launch day because we had good 
Call-to-actions in our launch-day stream-a-thon.



Checkpoint



Have something for people to consume at ever level of 
the funnel. 

Press PR

FAQ

Twitch stream

Launch stream



This is nearly impossible
Saw you on Steam

Buy it



Caption: The only time someone sees something for the first time then 
buys it is at the checkout aisle of the grocery store.



EXPOSURE 
 does not  

equal  
sales



Bad Funnel Example 2



Why you need to think in funnels:

There is too much advice



Streamers & Tweet a lot

???
???
???

Caption: Line all of the marketing you are doing against the funnel. Are 
you missing something in the Interest to Action stages?



Email & the funnel
Streamers & 
tweet a lot

Email

Email

Email

Caption: The reason I like email marketing so much is that it is the 
perfect thing to fit in the mid to bottom of the funnel.



EMAIL
MARKETING



Email Marketing is NOT the same as SPAM

SPAM



- wikipedia

Email spam, also known as unsolicited bulk email 
(UBE), junk mail, or unsolicited commercial email 
(UCE), is the practice of sending unwanted email 
messages, frequently with commercial content, in 
large quantities to an indiscriminate set of recipients.



Email Marketing is NOT

Emailing the press



Email Marketing = Permission Marketing

Subscribers must consent to join your list.  

Subscribers can leave at any time. 

If they unsubscribe you never talk to them again.



Caption: These are common tools used to run a mailing list.



“Ah, well I use Twitter for 
my funnel. I love twitter, 
social media is my 
thing.”



 
why email is so totally 
awesome  
compared to social media

4 Reasons 



You are not dependent on a big 
corporation who doesn’t have your 
interests in mind

Reason 1



Caption: These used to be the best place to market. Now they don’t 
exist.



Caption: This can happen to today’s social media sites.



Caption: Tumblr just lost millions of followers because of censorship 
changes.



12 Years of 
music
Caption: Myspace just accidentally deleted years of music uploaded 

by users.



DON’T LET 
CORPORATIONS 
CONTROL YOUR 

FAN BASE



Social media actually isn’t 
very good at getting your fans 
to act and buy your games

Reason 2 



125

250

375

If you had 2000 followers in each, how 
many will view your posts?

40
120

435 
Email Marketing vs Social Media Performance in 2016 https://www.mailmunch.co/blog/email-marketing-vs-social-media/

Views



 pixeljam.com/dinorun.

https://www.pixeljam.com/dinorun/





Caption: pixeljam games were perfect. They would Tweet and email 
the same Call-to-action and same messages at the same time.



16,593 subscribers
24,500 followers

Caption: At the start of the campaign, this was their following.



Jan 24 Jan 30

Clicks
5,060

626

Feb 6 Feb 19 Feb 21

2712

31

2261

9

3893

243

1992

161

16,593 subscribers

24,500 followers



You have more 
functionality with email

Reason 3 



Caption: When you tweet, you bark the same message to your entire 
funnel.



Laser targeted email



Caption: The Indie studio Butterscotch Shenanigans were great about 
using targeted email marketing.



Secret  
Unlockable  
Side Quest

Caption: Their biggest game was Crashlands. However they had 
several games before that they wanted to cross promote.



5910
Unlocked

3440 
Emailed

2470 
Notification 

Only

Caption: So they ran a test. They hid a character from their other 
game Quadropus Rampage. Half of the players who found it were 
notified in-game. The other players who found it received an email.



App Store link

Introduced the game

Caption: The email group received the following email.



An emailed Player was 

2.8x
More likely to get the game than a non-emailed player



GAME BGAME A

Caption: When you use targeted email marketing to players at the 
bottom of the funnel you can efficiently move them to your other 

games



Reason 4
Install base 



Twitter =            330,000,000 

Facebook =    2,200,000,000 

Email =           3,800,000,000

Source: Statista, Social Network sites worldwide as of April 2018 
Source: The Radicati Group, Inc: Email Statistics Report



Social mediaEmail
Personal Ownership 

Click through rate 

Features 

Install base 

Virality 

Marketing benefits of the two platforms

Caption: Yes yes, social does have virality. But not much else



Email is a dominant strategy



So how do you 
actually use email 
marketing?



Caption: Treat people who are on your mailing list like they are your 
biggest fans.



Build a  
relationship

Market 
your game

Press / 
PR

Conferences $

$

Drive 
traffic to 
your list

Caption: 3 step process to market your game using email.



Build a  
relationship

Market your 
game

Press / 
PR

Conferences

Drive 
traffic to 
your list

Caption: Step 1 - Drive traffic from your lower-performing social media 
to your high-performance email list.



SUBSCRIBE

NEWSLETTER

Caption: Don’t hide your newsletter signup at the bottom of your 
website.



I only email you when 
I have a new game

Your email address

SUBSCRIBE

Caption: Don’t tell people you will never email them. People who sign 
up WANT to hear from you. They like you!



Caption: Emailing your list only when you launch a game is like saying 
“Thanks for your phone number, I will only call you when I need $20”



A small incentive in 
exchange for a person’s 
email address.

LEAD MAGNET

Caption: Instead, get them on the list with a lead magnet.



Caption: A lead magnet is like that super social person at your office 
who has a small candy jar. It is just an ice-breaker.



Discoverability is not hard. Interest is. 

Lead magnet 

Caption: Going from Awareness to Interest is the hardest thing in 
marketing your game.



Example  
lead  
magnet



Stray Fawn



Caption: Stray Fawn used a beta signup to gather 50,000 subs.



Give away your 
Soundtrack

Caption: You can also give away things like your soundtrack.



Within your 
game



Caption: I added a bonus room to my game Zombie King that is 
available to email list subscribers



Build a  
relationship

Market your 
game

Drive 
traffic to 
your list



A sequence of emails that are 
sent on a regular schedule to new 
subscribers

AUTO RESPODNER



Email #1

Email #3

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Join list Sunday

Email #2

Caption: Auto-responders are pre-programmed sequence



Autoresponders slowly introduce you
Welcome to list                      

Tips about your game 

About my company                     

About me 



Caption: An auto responder catches subscribers up to your studio’s 
history just like catching up to a show by watching previous seasons.



Autoresponder Zombie King
Subject                                       Open Rate 
Welcome to list                           51.8% 
Remind them of code                  44.2% 
Day later reminder of code         46.2% 
Tips for earning money               52.1% 
How to beat hard levels              48.6% 
Where I got the idea to make it   53.2% 
Interpretation of the ending         43.0% 
About my company                     38.9% Caption: Worried about all these emails? My best performing email 

was deep down into the sequence.



Email & the funnel
Streamers & 
tweet a lot

Email

Email

Email

Caption: A well-written autoresponder moves people down the funnel



$

$

Build a  
relationship

Market your 
game

Drive 
traffic to 
your list



SELL! SELL! SELL!



NO



GIVE-GIVE-GIVE-ASK

Caption: Don’t email too much sales content. Instead, maintain a ratio 
of 3 non-sales-pitch emails for every 1 email with a sales pitch



Your email list

Your subscribers

Your subscribers

Your subscribers

DESIRE



GIVE GIVE GIVE

Caption: Nintendo Power was great about giving away stuff without 
trying to advertise to you.



Caption: Kitfox games did “Give-give-give” very well with their 
kickstarter for Boyfriend Dungeon.









Caption: Kitfox games sent you weekly emails containing love letters 
written by the dateable weapons.



RESULTS:
Dear Kitfox…

Caption: The love-letter emails worked so well. Here is a letter that a 
fan sent to the Kitfox team.



I’m signed up for the newsletters
and I never got the Isaac one?
And I would like to because I love these 
character love letters.

So could I maybe be 
resent one.



 💦

Caption: This letter writer is clearly in the DESIRE phase.



This is your fanclub treat it like one 



MYTH: 
PEOPLE DON’T 
WANT YOUR 
EMAIL



A very rare dispatch... 

I hope you don't mind getting this email… 

Hi everyone! I'm invading your inbox once 
again with some thoughts on my latest 
release

Caption: Don’t write emails to your fans that apologize. 



Caption: This graph is the number of opens and unsubscribes for the 
Boyfriend Dungeon emails.









6 unique emails to 6868 subscribers

2% Unsubscribed



Story Time



Caption: I now have a son of my own.



Caption: I released my game Zombie King 1 month before he was 
born.



Caption: While I was trying to get him to sleep I would answer support 
emails like this one from another father.

Him Me



Caption: Turns out our sons have the same first name.  
I have tried a lot of marketing strategies but none have been so good 

that I was able to bond with another father.



Be genuine. 
  
Communicate with people in a kind way.  

Connect.



Icons from nounproject.com, Love Letter, game Icons by Ricardo Ruíz, People icons by iconsmind.com

@adventuremtn

HowToMarketAGame.com/GDC2019
iamchriszukowski@gmail.com

Caption: I love talking about email marketing. Please let me know if 
you have any questions.

mailto:iamchriszukowski@gmail.com

